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lB Mitte gGmbh für Bildung
und soziale Dienste
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lnternationaler Bund (lB) with its registered asso-
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ciation, its companies, participations and almost
'12,000
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employees in 700 facilities and Branch offices
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at 300 locations is one of the major service provider
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in youth, social and educational work in Germany.
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lB Mitte gGmbH for education and social services

(lB Mitte gGmbH) is a non-profit subsidiary of the
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association and has in Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt and

TB

Thuringia more than 1,800 employees.
By car:
Motorway A4 Dresden

Gontact

Frankfuft,

Hotel guidance system: lB Jugendgästehaus folgen

lnternationaler Bund, lB Mitte gGmbH
I
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Exit Jena-GöschwiØ888,

Free Parking!

nternationales Gästehaus Jena

Am Herrenberge 3

By

07745 Jena

Phone: 03641 687

train:

Arrive at station ,,Westbahnhof". Take bus lines 10, 11,
0

12 towards Burgau/Ammerbach/Göschwiü

and leave at

Far:

03641 687 202

E-ilail:

station ,,Zeiss-Werk". Now, please follow the signs to our

jgh-jena@ib.de

house.

Web: www.jgh-jena.de
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Here you will find the ideal setting for successful meet-

IB

ings. ln our conference rooms equipped with the latest

Geschãfbli¡inn 0irk Muller, Torslen Laut

technology easygoing meetings and work are guaranteed.

Herausgeben lB Mitte gGmbH

...d0 you already know our conference facilities?
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E¡ngetragen beim Amtsgericht Frankfurt am Ma¡n, HRB 401 10

Furthermore, there are additional group rooms available.

Niederlâssung Thur¡ngen

We will gladly send you our conference flyer and submit

Am HenenÞerge 3, 07745 Jena

an individual offer for your events.

www.intemat¡onaler-bund.de

lnternationales Gãstehaus Jena

Tele{on/felsfar 03641

687 -0 I 202

Ein Unternehmen der lB-Gruppe
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8¡ldungs. und Soz¡albereich

EFOM

JMember

Shares what works.
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Rooms

0ur house has 49 functionally furnished double, triple
and quadruple rooms with a total of 140 beds, where a

shower/W0 partly are located centrally on the same floor
and are partly integrated in the room.

Gastronomy
Our restaurant offers a rich breakfast buffet and on
request also cold and warm dishes for lunch and dinner,
Are you still looking for the ideal location for your fest-

ivity? Then run your special occasions in our premises

with 20 to 100 people. lf desired you can rent our barbe-

We will gladly advise you.

Our lnternationales Gästehaus Jena is perfectly loc-
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is situated in a quiet location by the forest and is only
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For recreation we offer table tennis and a football field in

minutes by car away from the city center. You also can

front of the house. Furthermore a recreation room with a

reach the city center of Jena with its attractions, cultural

ping pong table, soccer table and dart board is available.

and sports facilities and shopping centers by foot or by

Balls and table tennis racket can be borrowed at the

bus within 20 to 30 minutes.

reception. Also a cellar with disco facility exists.

. Excursions by canoe on the Saale
. Glimbing in the climbing gym "Rocks"
. Bowling
. A visit to the Fairy Grottoes Saalfeld

For planning and booking, we will gladly assist you!
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2¡1,00 €

3,00 €

Twin and multiple bed room with shower/tlG
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Single room with shower/IlG
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We recommend:

. Thematic guided tours in Jena
. A visit to the observation deck of JenTower
. The pub mile Wagnergasse
. Visit the planetarium or the lmaginata

per person and night incl. breakfast:
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Leisure Actiuities

Standard multiple bed room
(shower/WC centrally on the floor)
Single room supplement:

cue area with the appropriate equipment.

WETGOME IN JENA
ated as the base for excursiôns in and around Jena.

Gonditions

per person and night incl.

breakfast

per person and night incl. breakfast:

29,00 €

35,00 €

Supplement for half board
(min. 15 persons, per person per day):
Dinner hot

6,00 €

Dinner cold

5,00 €

Ghildren (accompanied by an adult paying fult
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price)

0-Syears
4-Syears

free

50lo

Special rates for groups of 20 persons
From 3 nights we offer a discount of

l0%

on the

total accomodation costs.

Wifiis available!

